
Kingston Showcased Full Lineup of Storage
Solutions

Bangkok, Thailand – Kingston Technology, a world leader in memory storage products and
technology solutions, today showcased the full product lineup along with new solution packages in
Thailand. Ranked as the World’s NO.1 memory module manufacturer for the third-party memory
market for the 16th consecutive year by DRAMeXchange with 72% market share in 2018, and the
top SSD Module Makers by Market Share for Channel-Market SSDs by TrendForce, Kingston aims to
bring high-quality storage solutions to Thailand. Meanwhile, Kingston joins Commart Work 2019. At
booth #B10/2 with exclusive promotions up to 50% off and on-site lucky draws activities.

This year, Kingston launched several high-performance storage products for consumers and
enterprise. With memory products that empower innovation, Kingston is everywhere with you. The
highlighted products include:

– Canvas Select Plus memory cards lineup: Kingston’s Canvas Select Plus line of Flash memory cards
are built to maximize the user experience with faster speeds up to 100MB/s1, more reliability and
higher capacities up to 512GB2 making them essential for smart phones and digital cameras which
is perfect for heavy workloads such as loading apps faster, transferring high-resolution photos, and
recording and editing full length HD videos and 4K video.

– A2000 M.2 PCIe NVMe SSD: The next-gen, entry-level NVMe SSD features a Gen 3 x4 controller
utilizing 3D TLC NAND, and also supporting full security suite. It delivers efficient performance,
lower power and lower heat all at a lower price, making it the perfect storage upgrade solution for
Ultrabook™ and notebook users.

Kingston offers 3 DRAM & SSD solution packages in order to meet users real-world experience.
“Made for Upgrade” solutions is the ideal one for mainstream users that featuring Kingston’s entry-
level solutions; “Powered-up Performance” offers content creators higher-performance products to
cover the workloads; and “Extreme Gaming” packages featuring high-speed yet stylish products for
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gamers & PC enthusiasts.

Commart 2019 takes place at BITEC Bangna in Bangkok from December 19-22. Kingston is located
in booth #B10/2.

Kingston can be found on:
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/KingstonBlogFansClub.en
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/KingstonAPAC

About Kingston Technology
Kingston Technology is a world leader in memory products and technology solutions. Through its
global network of subsidiaries, affiliates and manufacturing facilities, Kingston designs,
manufactures, tests and distributes DRAM, Flash and Embedded memory solutions as well as
peripheral products via its HyperX gaming brand. Kingston has sales offices and representatives
worldwide including in the United States, Canada, China, Europe, Eastern Europe, India, Latin
America, Russia and Taiwan. For more information, please visit www.kingston.com.


